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Objectives of the session

⭘ Align on common classification of AI topics towards SRA

⭘ Get feedback from the community on what such classification should contain



The VISION ICT-48 Project



The VISION network



The VISION network



Role in the Ecosystem of Excellence in AI:
“From the Lab To the Market”



ICT-48 (and beyond)

Overarching goals:

● European excellence in AI research and innovation

● Global success of "human-centred, trustworthy AI made in Europe“

● Create + leverage connections (groups/institutions/regions; areas of AI; …)

● Understand + leverage diversity of perspective, synergies

● Exchange experiences, develop + share  best practices

One of the tasks – working towards common strategic research agenda



Now towards you: Mentimeter



Approach

Collect and map concrete NoE 

actions

● Analyzing NoE websites (e.g. 

prizes, challenges, mobility 

programmes)

● Mapped in affinity diagram 

workshop

Review central/strategic 

documents for high-level 

categories

● Ecosystem of Excellence

● Ecosystem of Trust

● AI definition elements

AI ecosystem & research taxonomy 

(i.e. a goal & topic tree)

● Shared language!

● Position your NoE

● Explore strategic directions

● Find others within a certain topic

● Compare work within a certain topic

● Easier to describe pathway to impact 

in future proposals



Sources for the classification

AI Research topic classification

● AI ‘Core’ topics 
○ Planning, reasoning, learning, perception, 

communication

● AI ‘Transversal’ research topics 
○ Integration, interaction, services, AI ethics

○ Applied AI research

Sources:

● ‘AI WATCH. Defining artificial intelligence’ 

(JRC)

● SRAs of ICT-48, Adra, BDVA

AI Ecosystem classification

● High-level goals
○ European ‘brand’ of AI

○ Europe as an AI powerhouse

○ Data-agile European economy

● Ecosystem of Excellence

● Ecosystem of Trust

Sources:

- Revised coordinated plan on AI

- Digital Europe draft orientations

- White paper on AI (EC)

- SRAs of ICT-48, Adra, BDVA



Classification - a bird’s eye view

Research topics: reasoning, planning, 

learning, communication, perception, 

integration & interaction, services, AI 

ethics, ethics & philosophy; enablers, 

other

Ecosystem topics: research 

excellence, AI skills, access to data & 

computing, member states, adoption, 

international collaboration, trust, 

risks, regulatory, governance

















Testing the classification

The good news

⭘ Most elements of the updated SRAs could be mapped without too much effort

Two major issues to solve

⭘ Classification is sometimes too coarse

⭘ Not all SRA content could be mapped

See next two slides



Granularity in the classification

ICT48 projects address trustworthy AI

so these categories are too broad:

⭘ Trustworthy & Ethical AI

⭘ Exploring new AI paradigms

A finer grained division could be:

Trustworthy & Ethical AI

⭘ Trustworthy AI

⭘ Explainable AI

⭘ Fairness, equity and justice

Exploring new AI paradigms 

⭘ Integration of AI paradigms and 

representations (eg, hybrid AI) 

⭘ Deciding and learning to act 

⭘ Learning and reasoning in social 

contexts 

⭘ Automated AI (meta learning, 

automatic optimization, AutoML) 

⭘ Foundation models (large language 

models like GPT-3)  



SRA content that could not be mapped

Some examples

⭘ Institutions or agencies that independently assess AI

⭘ Services (algorithm register) informing on usage of AI in the public sector 

⭘ Measuring the performance of AI ecosystems / measuring systemic effects of AI 

⭘ Self-aware AI that for instance knows when it operates ‘out of bounds’ 

⭘ System and human centered design principles

⭘ Controllability of AI

⭘ Verification & validation of AI systems / certification

⭘ Sovereignty (software, platforms, data, pre-trained models, hardware). 

⭘ Lifecycle management of AI from procurement to decommissioning

⭘ ‘Communication’ should also include topics like Computer-Human Interaction



However, a classification does not make a roadmap

Besides the core information, you need to visualise

⭘ Maturity levels

⭘ Dependencies

⭘ Priorities

⭘ Timings

⭘ Responsibilities

⭘ Interventions

⭘ … and maybe more

We believe that a good classification

is already a major step for a common SRA

which map is the clearest?
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Interaction!



Instructions:

⭘ Split into groups

⭘ Brainstorm on:

○ What topics are missing? Should some be classified differently?

○ Next to classification, for a Research Agenda, what other elements should be there? (e.g. priorities, 
timing, dependencies, responsibilities, budget size for different topics, other topics)

⭘ Report back in plenary



Give us your feedback on the session!



Thank you!

More on Vision4AI here: https://www.vision4ai.eu/

https://www.vision4ai.eu/

